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Abstract

The effect of a radially varying poloidal velocity field on the recently found radially
extended toroidal drift waves (Connor et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 70, 1803, 1993)
is investigated analytically. The role of velocity curvature (V'e") is found to have
robust effects on the radial mode structure of the mode. For a positive value of the
curvature (usually found in the H-mode edges) the radial mode envelope, similar to
the sheared slab case, becomes fuliy outgoing. The mode is therefore stable. On the
otherhand, for a negative value of the curvature (usually observed in the L-mode
edges) all the characteristics of conventional drift waves return back. The radial
mode envelope reduces to a localized Gaussian shape and the mode is therefore
unstable again for typical (magnetic) shear values in tokamaks. Velocity shear ( Vg)
on the otherhand is found to have rather insignificant role both in determining the
radial mode structure and stability.
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There is now a significant body of evidence suggesting that the tokamak transport
exhibits a Bohm rather than the conventional gyro-Bohm scaling [1]. Bohni like
trend in the transport scaling are usually associated with long-wavelength modes.
This is primarily because the development of structures that are very long radi-
ally implies that energy and particle can travel long distances giving rise to an
increase in thermal diffusivity \ and particle diffusion coefficient D respectively.
The gyro-Bohm scaling on the otherhand is associated with shorter wave length
microinstabilities.

That tokamak transport might scale as Bohm type has therefore drawn much at-
tention to the study of radially extended mode structures of microinstabilities. In
an important work Connor et al. [2] noticed that the prevailing notion that toroidal
drift waves experience minimum shear damping and their eigenfunction span only
O(-i-) of the plasma radius [3], [4] might have rather limited relevance. The reason
being that these modes occur only where the diamagnetic frequency u;'(r) has a
maximum. They found that for other parts of the plasma radius (other than where
the maximum of u;*(r) exists) the nature of the toroidal drift wave is quite differ-
ent. These new drift modes experience shear damping close to that in a plane slab
and their eigenfunction is much more extended radially than the conventional drift
wave. A similar conclusion was reached by Romanelli and Zonca [5] for toroidal ITG
modes. They found that, contrary to the popular belief, the radial correlation length
of this mode scales approximately as the square root of the "macroscopic length".
This again suggests that the toroidal ITG modes also have radially extended struc-
ture. Recent numerical simulations carried out on various toroidal microinstabilities
(LeBrun et al.[6], Tar> ,nd Rewoldt, [7], Leeet al. [8]) also find long radial structure
of eigenmodes.

Now an importaj' hiding of these present works ( Tang and ReT/oldt,[7] ; Lee
et al.[8]; RomaneH >nd Zonca,[5]) is that the extended radial structures produced
bythe coupling of ./ioidal harmonics are relatively insensitive to the magnetic shear
damping and ar • mited only by equilibrium variations. This is in contrast to the
lon^-accepted pi ' are that the ion Landau damping acts as a sink of the outgoing
energy in the ser> e that the radial mode width is determined by the position of
the rational surfa *' rather than the spatial variations in the equilibrium gradients.
This raises an ob ous next question - how these extended radial mode structures
are then influence \ by a radially varying equilibrium velocity? For example, apart
from during the L-H transition and NBI heating phase, velocity shear layers are also
found to occur naturally in the ohmic phase edges (Wootton et al.,[9]). The actual
radial extension of the modes is therefore expected to be influenced by these sheared
layers (Tang and Rewoldt, [7]). This is further motivated by a recent investigation
that the velocity curvature has robust effects on radial structure of the conventional
toroidal drift wave, while ion Landau damping is found to have rather insignificant
role in determining the radial extent of the mode envelope (Sen et.ai. [10]).



In this work, as an example, we choose the radially extended toroidal drift waves
(hencefrom RETDW) of Connor et al. [2] and investigate the role of a radially vary-
ing poloidal velocity field on such modes. The effects on other extended modes like
toroidal ITG are expected to be similar and will be reported in a separate article.
We model our velocity profiles according to that observed at the plasma edge during
the H- and L- mode discharges. Our full analytical analysis using the ballooning
formalism shows that depending upon the sign (but independent of the magnitude),
velocity curvature can completely change the radial structure of this new type of
modes. For a positive value of the velocity curvature (which is usually the case in
the H-mode edges) the radial envelope becomes fully outgoing similar to the shear
slab case (Pearlstein and Berk, [11]) and a negative imaginary contribution (for ar-
bitrary value of curvature) in the associated eigenfrequency further indicates that
the mode is [stable. More interesting result is observed with a negative value of
the velocity curvature (usually found in the L-mode edges). The radial extension of
RETDW now disappears and the radial mode envelope reduces to a localized Gaus-
sian shape similar to the conventional toroidal drift wave case. A positive imaginary
contribution in the associated eigenfrequency then indicates that similar to the con-
ventional case this mode is unstable again! Another interesting observation of the
present work is that while velocity curvature has such robust effects in determining
the mode profile, velocity shear on the otherhand has rather insignificant role in this
matter.

To deduce long-wavelength (kg pi <?C 1) drift waves in a large aspect-ratio circular
tokamak we use the usual (r,0,£,t) coordinates, corresponding to the minor radial,
poloidal and toroidal directions respectively. The perturbed potential can then be
expressed as:

where | j |<C mo, P — (r ~ ro)< i~o is the radius of the reference mode rational
surface, i.e., m0 = nq(r0), kg = ^ , and s = ^ at r = r0. Here, for simplicity
we will assume cold ion and neglect electron temperature gradient. Using fluid
descriptions the eigenvalue equation in presence of a velocity field can be derived in
a straightforward way (Sen et al. 1994)
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where p\ — -$-.C% = -^-.tn = Rtc — rn/R- ̂ o(p) is the equilibrium poloidal velocity.
The first term in equation (1) arises from the finite Lai mor radius effect and the
second term from the ion-sound (this is the shear damping contribution in cylinder).
The third, proportional to the inverse aspect-ratio t. is the effect of toroidal coupling
whereas the last term introduces the radial variation of*-* with L. = (fr)(^f-)- It
is important to note that to simulate the radially extended type mode of Connor
et al. [2] we have not expanded uj~(r) about the stationarv point and have retained
only the linear contribution in the Taylor expansion.

Now to model the radial profile of our equilibrium velocity we follow the D III-
D (Doyle et.al.[12] and theJFT-2M (Ida et al.[13]) H-mode profiles for v0 (poloidal
velocity) inside the separatrix

\'o(p)ee = \'ooee + I — + 77- I Voot6, where —- = — , 77
\L L % ) dp L 2+ 77 I Voot6, where = , 7771

Lvl L%2) dp Lvl 2 dp1

In order to determine the radial structure of the mode, the solution of the
fully two-dimensional eigenmode problem is necessary. Within the context of the
ballooning theory (Connor et al., [14]) this corresponds to solving the problem at the
higher order with respect to the usual one-dimensional eigenmode equation which
determines the mode structure along the magnetic field lines in the leading order.
In the usual theory of high n ballooning modes one maps the poloidal angle 9 on
to an extended coordinate 77 with — 00 < 77 < 00 and writes the perturbation in the
form

w i t h ' ^ = A{X)F{TI,X) cxp[-ix(rj + 7/0)]

where TJ0 is an arbitrary phase of the eikonal. In ballooning formalism, one assumes
that the neighbouring poloidal harmonics 4> have similar shape. In the large k±, limit
the distance between rational surfaces becomes small and the various modes strongly
overlap. More importantly, in this limit, conditions are nearly the same on each of
the closely spaced rational surfaces and growth rates and mode amplitudes will be
slowly varying functions of radius. Thus to lowest order (the local approximation),
the perturbation is a superposition of identical single helicity modes. The local
theory reduces to the solution of the so-called ballooning equation which describes
the Fourier transform of the radial envelope of each mode. Once the local theory
is solved on each surface, a global eigenmode can be constructed by combining
local modes with the same eigenfrequency. A(x) is assumed to vary on some .scale!
intermediate between the equilibrium scale length and the perpendicular wavelength;
whereas the parallel wavelength of the oscillation and the effect of the slowly varying



medium (which have comparable scale lengths) are embodied in the slowly varying
function F(j].x). Introducing ballooning representation into equation (1) and using
the velocity profile just described we obtain the following equation in the leading
order (in n"1^2 expansion):

( ) 2 [ ( ) } + 2 + \)F() 0 (2)

where, a = ^ t = ^ , A = ^ [ £ - 1 + kjp%Pl = ^(fc - £ ) and

Vi — fc4 \é4 p~- In deriving equation (2) we have assumed kgVo = u; ~ u£ and L. ~
Ln, which are usually true. We emphasize that these assumptions are made only to
express the eigenvalue equation in the elegant form and no generality whatsoever is
lost thereby.

Now as mentioned before, in order to determine the radial structure of the mode
we need to go to the higher order theory. In the higher order theory rj0 is obtained
from the equation -jp-(x,T)0) = 0 and A(x) satisfies

(PA
+ [ 2 ( A A ) + 2 + 2]yl = 0, (3)

where Ao = —iff and P = |-4. So when P > 0 (P > 0 is necessary in order the
mode be most unstable [HASTIE et al. [3]) A(x) is then given by

= exp[-il-(\P2\/\P\?<2(x

Where, xo = P-.. So, now the radial mode envelope is not, only much extended
as noted by Connor et al. [2] it is infact totally outgoing. This is reminiscent of
the equivalent slab problem (Pearlstein and Berk, [11]). Velocity curvature in the
toroidal problem plays the role of what magnetic shear does in the corresponding
slab problem. The resultant wave formed by the interference of of different poloidal
harmonics now sees an antiwell in the radial direction and it therefore convects
energy outward. The corresponding eigenvalue is



This also shows a negative imaginary contribution in the global eigenvalue. Thus,
both the radially outgoing nature and a damping contribution in the global eigen-
value unambiguously shows that the shear damping of RETDW is not only less well
suppressed as noted by Connor et al. [2] but it is now fully stabilized for any arbi-
trary value of the velocity curvature. It is interesting to note that the sign and the
magnitude of the first derivative of velocity field (V )̂ has no effect on the stability.
The linear term shifts the potential, but does not alter the quadratic structure. It
also shifts the centre of the mode away from the x=0 rational surface. The main
stabilising effect comes from the quadratic term which forms an additional ant i well
which pushes the wave function away from x=0, thus increasing the shear stabilising
effect and weakening the driving term simultaneously.

Next, we will investigate the role of a L-mode type velocity profile on RETDW. We
choose a velocity profile following the JFT-2M (Ida et al.,[13]) (see also the DIII-D
result, Doyle et al.,[12]) ohmic phase and L-mode profile for vt inside the separatrix

( P P2\
Vo(p)e» = Vooe6 - I h -jY I \oot6
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With the same assumptions and normalization as before, the eigenvalue equation
(1) then reduces to

(<T2—-x + {r] + Tf0)
2 + e [COST] + s{n + Tjo)sinn] - pix - p2x

2 + X)F{T]1 x) = 0 (4)

Higher order ballooning theory tnen gives the following equation for the radial mode

envelope A(x)

cPA
+ { 2 ( \ \ ) 2 2 } A = 0, (5)

A(x) is therefore given by

~(



So now the mode envelope is a localized function. The radially extended nature
of RETDVY has disappeared in presence of a negative velocity curvature and the
mode envelope has reduced to a localized Gaussian shape similar to the conventional
toroidal drift wave case (Hastie et al.,[3]). The corressponding eigenvalue is given
bv

So the positive imaginary contribution in the associated eigenfrequency then further
indicates that similar to the conventional case this mode is unstable again. Velocity
curvature creates a well which confines the mode again. This is similar to the well
created by the electron diamagnetic frequency ui*(r) in the conventional drift wave
case. It is interesting to note that the well is created irrespective of the magnitude
of the velocity curvature. In other words, any small amount of curvature in the
velocity field can destroy the radial extension of RETDW and its stability! As
before, velocity shear has no role in these matters.

In summary, we have found that the sign of velocity curvature has robust effects
in determining the radial structure of RETDW of Connor et al. [2]. A positive
curvature of the poloidal velocity (which can be associated with the H-mode VQ
profile at the edge) increases the radial extension of the mode further. The mode
becomes fully outgoing radially and stable. On the otherhand for a negative velocity
curvature, all the characteristics of conventional drift waves return back. The radial
mode envelope reduces to a localized Gaussian shape and the mode is therefore
unstable again for typical (magnetic) shear values in tokamaks. It is interesting
to note that these changes in the mode structure take place irrespective of the
magnitude of velocity curvature. Another important, observation of the present
work is that while velocity curvature has such robust effects in determining the
mode profile, velocity shear on the otherhand has rather insignificant, role in this
matter.

Finally before closing chapter we would like to address few critical issues. First,
the validity of the conventional ballooning formalism in presence of flow shear is
in general severely restricted. This would allow the applicable range of velocity
variation to rather low value. However, we have shown that our observations do
not depend on the magnitude of velocity variation. So the observations valid for
slow variations in velocity are expected to remain unchanged for faster variations as
well. The other simplification is that we have not taken into account the resultant
modification of the ion polarization drift and the magnetic shear due to the equilib-
rium velocity. It may be noted that in the leading order perpendicular ion dynamics
are due to E x B and diamagnetic drifts with polarization drifts occurring only in



the next order. Contribution corning from the ion polarization drift is weighted by
k2

xf>l which in our long wavelength approximation is <C 1 and hence is negligible
in iae leading order. About the magnetic shear modification, we have shown in an
earlier work (SEN et.al.[10]) that it has no other effect except possibly introducing
a wave-resonance which can act as a possible sink of the outgoing energy. But this
resonance phenomenon is of secondary importance, the most important effect of the
velocity profile is to create the well/antiwell potential and thereby controlling the
radial extension of the mode. Although these results are based on a simple model
the general features are expected to be valid for more complex models and also for
other radially extended toroidal modes. Another closely related problem, where the
two dimensional eigenvalue problem has recently been studied (Davydova et.al.[15])
is that of nonlinearly (parametrically) coupled waves. A realistic estimate of the
correlation length will have to adress also this issue.

We would like to thank J. W. Connor and J. B. Taylor for continuous illuminating
discussions on this subject. One of the authors (S.S) would also like to thank the
institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory, Gothenburg for providing hospitality.
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